
Poor Manual Dexterity
You have no hand of cards. You cannot discard cards. 
If a human would take a card from you, they draw a 
card instead. If a human would give a card to you, 
they discard it, and you score        .

Electric Eyrie
Hates Surprises 
Ambush cards 
cannot be played 
against you.

Birdsong

Daylight

Evening

Cra� the order card for       if it has an available item.

The Decree

Reveal an order card.

+0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6

Resolve the Decree—recruit for each column with at least one 
card from le� to right, then move in that way, then battle in that way. 

Recruit warriors, equal to cards in this column, in a matching clearing with a roost.
x Ties. Recruit in such a clearing with the most enemy pieces, then fewest Eyrie warriors, 
then lowest priority.

Move from the matching clearing you rule with the most Eyrie warriors. Move to an 
adjacent clearing with no roost—if all of them have a roost, move to the one with the 
fewest enemy pieces. Leave warriors to exactly rule the origin clearing or equal to 
cards in this column, whichever is higher.
x Destination Ties. Move to such a clearing with the fewest enemy pieces, then lowest priority.

Battle in a matching clearing. �e defender is the player with the most buildings 
(including zero). If this column has the most cards, deal one extra hit.  
x Clearing Ties. Battle in such a clearing with no roost, then most defenseless buildings, 
then lowest priority.
x Defender Ties. Battle such a player with the most pieces there, then most victory points. 

Roosts

1st

Crafted Items
Vagabond can give you cards to take these items.

1st

2nd

Build 
Place a roost in the clearing you rule of highest priority with no roost. 
If you cannot place a roost, you fall into turmoil.

2nd

3rd

Lords of the Forest
You rule any 
clearings where you 
are tied in presence. +1

+1

Turmoil 

Humiliate: Lose one victory point per 
bird card (including Viziers) on Decree.

Purge: Discard Decree, except Viziers.

Rest: Go to Evening.

1st

2nd

3rd

If you cannot place a roost…

Add the order card to the matching Decree column. 

Score the        listed on the rightmost empty space on the Roosts track.VP

The Burrow

Extra Plot 
Tokens

The Burrow

Extra Plot 
Tokens

The Burrow

Extra Plot 
Tokens

The Burrow

Extra Plot 
Tokens
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